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ABSTRACT
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) distributes its data by leveraging a diverse ar-
ray of National Research and Education Networks (NRENs), which
CMS is forced to treat as an opaque resource. Consequently, CMS
sees highly variable performance that already poses a challenge
for operators coordinating the movement of petabytes around the
globe. This kind of unpredictability, however, threatens CMS with
a logistical nightmare as it barrels towards the High Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) era in 2030, which is expected to produce roughly
0.5 exabytes of data per year. This paper explores one potential
solution to this issue: software-defined networking (SDN). In par-
ticular, the prototypical interoperation of SENSE, an SDN product
developed by the Energy Sciences Network, with Rucio, the data
management software used by the LHC, is outlined. In addition, this
paper presents the current progress in bringing these technologies
together.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Like much of the scientific community, the LHC at CERN [4] is
barrelling towards an exascale era. Projections (Fig. 1) indicate that,
after the High Luminosity upgrade, the CMS experiment alone
will produce roughly 0.5 exabytes of data per year. This data will
be organized, as it is now, into datasets consisting of hundreds to
millions of O(GB) files. Moreover, it is generally accessed by two
different parties:

• Users: thousands of physicists and students around the
world need to retrieve and process CMS data, driving mil-
lions of small data transfers

• Production: CMS produces real and simulated detector data
and distributes it around the world, driving hundreds of large
data transfers

Crucially, this implies that CMS data movement is entirely domi-
nated by the production data transfers, which are centrally man-
aged. Furthermore, given the global nature of both user and pro-
duction data transfers, National Research and Education Networks
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Figure 1: CMS tape usage estimates from 2021made for the CMS contribution to the LHCCommittee (LHCC) November review
of HL-LHC computing and common software [5]. Two scenarios are considered: a baseline (solid blue) that does not include
any improvement and the most probable outcome (dashed blue) of the ongoing R&D activities.

(NRENs) become critical cyberinfrastructure for CMS data distri-
bution. However, every NREN is opaque to CMS, as they are to
every other domain science they serve, resulting in highly variable
performance–unpredictably oscillating between excellent and poor.
This kind of variable network performance already poses a chal-
lenge for operators coordinating petascale production transfers,
but a looming exascale era–meaning more and possibly larger pro-
duction transfers–makes a solution all the more imperative [1, 8].
If CMS were able to instead guarantee a large fraction of available
bandwidth for high-priority production transfers, they could be
achieved on a predictable timescale. Meanwhile, users could share
just a small portion of the remaining bandwidth without much per-
formance loss. This exactly could be achieved by software-defined
networking. Moreover, CMS is currently unable to easily distin-
guish site issues from network issues, so when data movement
is slowed, the underlying problem cannot be quickly addressed.
If, however, CMS had an account of what was promised from the
network, that account could be compared to the site diagnostics it
already maintains in order to immediately identify the culprit. In
other words, SDN bandwidth allocations can be thought of as exact
“promises” made by the network that it is then held accountable
for maintaining. Therefore, a realized SDN product would provide
predictable and accountable network services, both of which CMS
currently lacks and could greatly benefit from in the HL-LHC era.
This paper presents the prototypical interoperation of such an SDN
product, SENSE, with the data-movement management system,
Rucio, used by CMS.

CMS is one of two general-purpose physics experiments at the
LHC, the other being ATLAS. Notably, ATLAS also projects exascale
HL-LHC data production [1, 8], yet this paper is written entirely
in the context of CMS. The work is nevertheless relevant to both
collaborations, since ATLAS also uses Rucio–albeit a separate in-
stance from the one used by CMS. The data-movement workflow
and cyberinfrastructure employed by ATLAS is also fundamentally
similar to that used by CMS, and thus it faces many of the same
challenges that this work aims to address.

1.1 Rucio: Scientific Data Management
Rucio [3] is an open-source software framework that is currently
used to manage all of the data produced by CMS and ATLAS, which
primarily involves orchestrating production data transfers. This is
done by defining “rules,” where each rule represents the replication
of one or more datasets from one site to another. They are each
assigned a priority, then put on a stack–sorted by that priority–to
be transferred by FTS [2]. Importantly, Rucio can be configured to
allow these priorities to be changed mid-transfer.

1.2 SENSE: SDN for End-to-End Networked
Science at the Exascale

The Energy Sciences Network (ESNet), the NREN leveraged by CMS
and ATLAS in the United States, is developing an SDN product
called SENSE [7], with the titular aim of providing end-to-end
SDN for exascale scientific data movement. In particular, SENSE
builds on existing SDN work by providing enhanced interactivity
through an intent-based interface. This allows for management of
the network at the same level as how instruments, compute, and
storage are managed. Specifically, it lets users intuitively customize
Layer 2 and Layer 3 services to build guaranteed-bandwidth “links”
between two sites.

The site configuration (Fig. 2) that enables the construction of
SENSE links is a critical contribution of this work, so the basic
operating principle is described here in more detail. Every site must
provide multiple gobally routable IPv6 subnets to serve as potential
SENSE link endpoints. Each of these IPv6 subnets is associated
with a “redirector” that can direct traffic to one of the data servers
connected to it, where each server has equal access to the site’s
filesystem. The exact role and performance of these components is
defined by the XRootD architecture, which is used by CMS and AT-
LAS [6]. In any case, a site configured in this way can then support
multiple SENSE links between itself and another site. This therefore
enables the fundamental action of the Rucio-SENSE interoperation
prototype: establishing guaranteed network service for a given data
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Figure 2: A generic SENSE site configuration. A “redirector” (e.g. Redi-1) listens to a specific IPv6 address, from a unique IPv6
subnet, and directs incoming traffic to one of the data servers connected to it (e.g. Server-1). Each data server has equal access
to the site’s filesystem.

Figure 3: Simplified diagram of the Rucio-SENSE interoperation workflow, with numbered steps: (1) a rule is initialized; (2)
Rucio sends transfer description to DMM; (3) DMM translates Rucio request into SENSE provision; (4) DMM sends provision
request to SENSE; (5) DMM sends a source IPv6 and destination IPv6 to Rucio; (6) Rucio injects IPv6s from previous step
into the FTS request; (7) Either (a) SENSE builds dedicated service or (b) default to best effort service; (8) SENSE sends service
metadata to DMM.

transfer between two sites. In addition, this configuration scheme
defines an important, configurable constraint; that is, the maximum
number of links that SENSE can construct between any two sites is
limited by whichever site has fewer configured IPv6 subnets.

2 RUCIO-SENSE INTEROPERATION MODEL
The central goal of this work is to produce a Rucio-SENSE inter-
operation model that enables Rucio operators to prioritize certain
transfers, then see those priorities reflected in the allocation of
network resources. Moreover, this should have a minimal impact
on the current implementation and operation of Rucio. To this end,
a Data Movement Manager (DMM) is introduced to perform the

crucial task of translating Rucio requests into SENSE provisions and
returning the results, keeping a bulk of the functionality required
for the incorporation of SENSE capabilities separate from the Rucio
codebase. Thus, DMM serves as a keystone for the Rucio-SENSE
interoperation model explored in this initial work (Fig. 3):

(1) A Rucio operator initializes a rule with some priority which
requests one or more dataset transfers, where each transfer
may involve a different pair (source and destination) of sites

(2) Rucio sends the following data to DMM for each transfer:
• Total transfer size
• Source site
• Destination site
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• Priority
(3) DMM processes the data from Rucio:
(a) If the transfer has no priority, immediately place it on best

effort service (skip steps below)
(b) Reserve an IPv6 address at the source and destination site
(c) Compute the bandwidth provision (i.e. promise) appropri-

ate for the transfer priority
(4) DMM requests a new promise from SENSE that implements

the provisioning from (3c), reprovisioning existing promises
where appropriate

(5) DMM sends the IPv6 addresses it reserved to Rucio
(6) Rucio injects the IPv6 addresses into the FTS request
(7) SENSE takes one of the following actions:
(a) Begin the construction of a new guaranteed-bandwidth

link
(b) Do nothing; the transfer will be provided best effort service

(8) SENSE sends identifying metadata for the link back to DMM
Several of these steps offer the opportunity for further optimization.
In particular, it is clear that a future implementation may see the
integration of DMM into Rucio such that the operations in steps (2)
through (5) can be implemented to better handle a large number of
transfers. Before then, however, DMM provides an isolated testbed
in which the fundamental design of the interoperation model can
be prototyped. Step (3c) is of particular interest, because it imple-
ments the bandwidth provisioning–the central deliverable of this
work. The provisioning decision could be designed, for example,
to allow Rucio operators to schedule transfers: e.g. move Dataset
A to Site B in one week. Alternatively, the decision could pack the
maximum available bandwidth between two sites as a function
of each transfer’s priority. In any case, this interoperation model
provides a flexible testbed for evaluating these ideas and producing
concrete metrics on their scalability, practicality, and efficiency.

3 CURRENT STATUS
At the time of writing, the software side of this work is nearly ready
to test. The basic functionality required for the interoperationmodel
is already available in SENSE, and the first version of DMM has
been written. In addition, Kubernetes-based XRootD configurations
for the source and destination sites have been prepared; this work
requires a particularly unusual XRootD configuration, but func-
tionality has been rigorously tested and confirmed. The hardware
side of this work is also nearing completion, despite the typical
pandemic-related technology supply chain delays. Testbeds with
specific networking capabilities are being assembled at Caltech and

UCSD. Meanwhile, SENSE-specific site configurations are being
piloted at Caltech and are nearly ready to bring into the current
version of SENSE. Once everything is assembled, basic tests will
begin immediately to show that all of the moving parts work in
concert. Finally, functionality explored in this prototype is expected
to be gradually moved into use during biennial LHC data challenges,
with the next starting in 2023, and from there into production.

Asmost global collaborations in physics and astronomy share the
same software stack as ATLAS and CMS, much of the same network
infrastructure, and share many of the same facilities, especially in
Europe and Asia, it is expected that the work described here will
eventually be adopted widely across global science collaborations,
once proven successful in production by its initial adopters.
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